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United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desh

' Washington, D. C. 20555

. Gentlemen:

LER 89-012
Davis-Besse Nuclear Power. Station, Unit No.1

Date of Occurrence - Julv-14. 1989

. Enclosed is Licensee Event Report 89-012 which is being nubmitted in
accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(i) to provide notification of the subject-
occurrence,

g
a

Nours truly',
: g .j s L;

fgj - -t*0 ~~ . .

Louis.F. Storz
Plant Manager -
Davis-Beste Nvelear Power Station'

..o

LFS/ pig.

Enclosure

cc: ..Mr. A. Bert' Davis
Regional Administrator
UShTC Region.III

,

Mr. Paul Byron
DB-1 FRC Sr. Resident Inspector 7
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On July 14 I'9f9, ut 1735 hou:c, an unpinnned release occurred frLa Clean
Vaste Monitor Tank (CWMT) 1 1 while intending to release from CWMT 1-2. ;Thir,
release to the collection box lasted for about ten minutes. There were 1700
gallons and 2.14E-3 Ci of ertralved noble gases released. The cause was an
error in procedure D3 OP-03011, Radioactive Liquid 3atch Rolease, which
directed the operator to the wrong column in procedure SP 1104. 83, C1nait Vaste
Monitor Tank Operaticus. This ccused four valves to be opened that otherwise
vould be closed. When the #2 transfer pump was ses. tid, CWMT 1-1 mz being
released.

The appropriate sampling had been conducted in anticipation of releasing from
CWMT 1-2. However, because the release from CUMT 1-1 was unplanned, the
Surveillance Requirement 4.11.1.1 to sample the tank prior to the release was
not satisfied. This is reportable under 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(B) as a condition

|
prohibited by Technical Specifications.

The release was below the limits of 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(viii)(B).

^

Temporary change TA89-4775 to DB-OP 03011 was istued July 15, 1989. A
re-validation of the entire procedure was completed on August 12, 1989.
Changes from this validation were implemented on August 21, 1989, as

j

|
TA89-9513.

The unplanned release will also be iricluded in the next Semi-annual
Radioactive Effluent Release Report.

_ _ _ _ ____
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Descrintfon of Occurrence:

On July 14, 1989, at 1735 hours, an unplanned release occurred from Clean
Uaste Monitor Tank (CWMT) 1-1 while intending to release CkMT 1-2. The
release continued fcr approximately ten minutes before being discovered and
stopped. There were 1700 gallons and 2.14E-3 Ci of entrained noble gases
released.

The release was below the limits of 10CFR50,73(a)(2)(viii)(B), However, since
the release of CkMT 1-1 was unplanned, the Surveillance Requirement (SR)
4.11.1.1 to sample and analyze the tank prior to release was not met. This is
reportable under 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(B) as a condition prohibited by Technical
Specifications.

This event wil? 215o be included in the next Semi-annual Radioactive Effluent
Release Report.

The report date is beyond 30 days of the event date. This situation was
originally evaluated as an unplanned release of activity below the
10CFR50.73(a)(2)(viii)(B) limits. Nonetheless, Toledo Edison decided to
submit a Valuntary Peport although no specific reporting criteria of
10CFR50.73 was identified. Because this was a Voluntary Report, the 30-day
tima requirement was not mandated. Subsequently, the NRC Resident Inspector
issued et violation it'encifying that the upplanned release constituted a
defsete missed surve Lilmsce requirement. A missed surveillance requirement it
specifftally reportable por 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(B) as a condition prohibited
by '7echaf921 Sp d.fications. Howeve::, by that time, the 30-day requirement
lud alrecdy been exceeded..

6Fna,r.ent Q33u_E.e. _ of heurrence :e

! The cause of the unplanned release was an error in the procedure DB-OP-03011,
f Radioactive Liquid Batch Release. Section 5.12 of this procedure provides

directior. for performing a CWMT 12 release. Step 5.12.3 stated that if the
CkMT Transfer Pump 1-2 is leing used to perform the release, then lineup CkHT
l.1 for Makeup / Discharge, Normal Pump Lineup, in accordance with DB-OP-06105
(SP 1104.83), Clean Waste N nitor Tank Operations. It should have called for
the lineup of CWMT 1-2 for Makeup / Discharge. Because of the error, the

operator was using the wrong list of valve positions from SP 1104.83 This
placed four valves in the open position that would have been closed had the
correct list been used. This lineup allowed water from-CbHT 1-1 to be
released when the vt2 transfer pump was started.

Analysis of Occurrence:

This was the first release of either CWMT since December 1988 and t e first
release of Tank 1-2 using the new procedure DB-OP-03011 which was approved
November 16, 1988.

NIC 80mm seen e u $ GPO 1986+824 638s466
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The total volume and activity released fria CWMT 1-1 were 1700 gallons and
2.14E-3 Ci of entrained noble gases, respectively. The estimated. volume and
activity planned to be released from CkMT 1-2 was 22,000 6allons and 2.12E-2
C1. Water in the CkHT is filtered and demineralized. Both radiation monitors
RE1770A and RE1770B that sample the common discharge line for the CkHTs were
operable with very low alarm setpoints. Since the monitors did not detect any

| unusual ac'..ivity, offsite doses remained within allowable limits. There was
no safety significance to this event.

Corrective Action:

Temporary Change TA89-4775 was issued on July 15, 1989, to correct the error
in DB-OP-03011. The sections of the procedure needed to release CbHT 1-2 were
re-validated on July 15, 1989. CkHT 1-2 was successfully released on July 16,
1989, using DE-OP-03031 with TA89-4775 in place. A re-validation of the
entire procedure was completed on August 12, 1989. Changes from this
validation were implemented on August 21, 1989, as TA89-9513.

Failure Data:

There have been no preiicus reports or a procedural error causing cn unplanned
release. LER 89-011 did report a procedural deficiency following a plant
modiff cation which resulted in a surveillance requirement not being properly
completed.i
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